Our Analytics Dashboard is designed to anticipate the critical questions
that every senior leader wants to answer, delivering results at a glance

Empower yourself with knowledge that informs action
Imagine accessing real time data and metrics that inform your decisions
and guide your strategies.

Key Benefits

TELL A STORY

SEE WHAT’S IMPORTANT

STATISTICS & TRACKING

INTEGRATION, SIMPLICITY

Engage your leadership
with what really matters;
narrate your operational
performance and productivity
in language they understand.

Select only the fields you need
to support the analysis you want
to do; make changes real-time
when needed.

Analyze trends in resource
usage and staff allocation;
map to budgets and generate
management reports.

Simple to implement, built to
mine your SydneyEnterprise or
GeniePlus data; its intuitive Web
interface is only a mouse click
away.

Lucidea’s Analytics Dashboard is purpose-built to instantly deliver critical data you need to monitor and manage
your department’s performance. It delivers detailed data and trend analysis that drive optimal decision-making.
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Capabilities and Impact
LucideaCore Analytics Dashboard embodies proven business intelligence, database creation, analytics,
and workflow best practices gained over 30+ years of working with clients worldwide.
SPOTLIGHT

PREPARE

• Expense management
• Staff performance

• Build your content for quarterly or annual
“state of the department” presentations

• Usage statistics

CONSOLIDATE

RESPOND

• Eliminate spreadsheets, manual entry, cumbersome report generation

• Address ad hoc questions from management with confidence
and accuracy

PERFORM
• Evidence-based continual improvement

VALIDATE

• Agility: change course as needed to run a successful library,
knowledge or information center business

• Support proposed budget with trends and back it up with statistics

Spend Time Strategizing, not Searching
Examples:

1. You don’t manage your department in a vacuum; collaboration
with department, practice/functional and office leaders is critical.
Use the Analytics Dashboard to provide real time data that shows
which practice groups, departments, functional areas, resource
types, or locations cost the most, or least. Use this information
to develop policies and budgets, right-size collections in your
largest and smallest offices, and enhance content available to
specific user groups. Quantify, in an instant, the value of resources
dedicated to support a specific project or client, so you can ensure
stakeholder confidence in your efficiency and effectiveness.

2. At budget time, your CFO may not be interested in granular detail,
but you’ll need to provide 3-5 years of trends at a top level. You’ll
need to show and explain percentage increases (or decreases!) in
your overall content budget, as well as to spotlight trends in areas
such as print versus digital spend, office copies by practice area,
and so forth. You’ll also need to show trends in staffing headcount
and expenses.
Envision a financial snapshot tailored to your department that
presents the data you want to show, as opposed to “one size fits
all” reports from the Finance Department. imagine being able
to generate powerful, meaningful analytics within minutes,
from your own integrated library system (ILS).

Powered by LucideaCore
LucideaCore is the platform that powers our leading analytics, request management, knowledge management, library automation,
and collections management solutions. LucideaCore applications are based on proven practices derived from decades of observation,
coupled with agile development processes and cutting-edge technology. They enable clients to deliver valuable, user friendly tools
enabling access to products, services and resources, offering:
• Universal access to
organizational resources
anytime, anywhere, on any
device

• Integration with existing
systems, resource and
workflows, maximizing the value
of organizational assets

• Design, administration and
configuration tools leading to
reduced IT dependence

• Confidence that information is
seen by the right people at the
right time

Lucidea is a knowledge management, electronic resource management, library automation and collections management software
and solutions company that provides the infrastructure and sector-specific know–how to help organizations easily collect, organize,
and leverage their information assets. Our products improve accessibility and use of resources and content for the people who need
this knowledge most—employees, clients and visitors—resulting in higher employee productivity, lower operational costs and increased
client and visitor satisfaction. With a global customer base of more than 2,300 active clients in more than 50 countries, Lucidea is the largest
provider of KM, library and resource management, and collections management solutions to corporations, law firms, non–profits, museums,
archives, and government agencies worldwide.
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